An automatic approach for morphological analysis and malignancy evaluation of ovarian masses using B-scans.
Ovarian masses are a common phenomenon among women of all ages. The importance of prompt diagnosis of ovarian malignancies is obvious, due to the high mortality rate and the difficulty to detect a tumor in its early stages. In this work, an automatic technique for quantitative analysis and malignancy detection of ovarian masses using B-scan ultrasound (US) images is presented. The core of the technique is morphologic analysis of the ovarian mass. The method employed for this task is divided into two major stages: initial classification of the mass (into one of the three major tumor types: cyst, semisolid, solid), and detailed analysis of the mass. Malignancy evaluation is performed based on the collected data and the criteria provided by commonly used scoring systems. The results reflect adequate performance of the automatic method developed (referring to clinical requirements).